Now the trial is over…

Moving on…

When to ask for help…

You are probably feeling relieved now the trial

When discharged from the trial, you
may feel:

If you have any of the following problems and they
persist, don’t just tough it out, seek help:

•

anxious for the victim or the accused and their
families

•

difficulty sleeping (e.g. early waking,
broken sleep)

•

concerned about the verdict and the impact of
that verdict

•

physical complaints (e.g. stomach aches,
nausea, headaches)

•

curious about the sentencing or appeal
process

•

•

frustrated or confused by the legal process

emotional distress (e.g. feeling guilty, angry,
teary, anxious)

•

restless, having replayed the events over and over
and perhaps questioned your decision

•

social distress (e.g. wanting to withdraw,
feeling of panic or fear)

•

upset by memories of your own personal
experiences that have been triggered

•

sexual difficulties

•

constantly thinking about the jury experience or
outcome of the trial.

is over!
Thank you for the role you played and your diligence
in the task. This has been your chance to contribute to
the administration of justice in Queensland.
Most jurors walk away from court feeling a sense of
achievement. However, it is also common to feel a
little detached or confused after facing the intensity of
the courtroom and being confined to a jury room with
a group of strangers. You may also feel drained by the
high level of concentration that was required.
It’s all to be expected.

•

distressed by the dynamics in the jury room.

These feelings are a natural response to a different
and challenging situation, and they generally pass in a
couple of days.
Remember, you won’t necessarily experience any
adverse reactions to your time on jury service. For
some, it is simply ‘business as usual’.

Although these reactions may be distressing, they are
normal reactions to a difficult event.
If you are upset about what you’ve seen at the trial,
and you haven’t completed your jury service, you
should ask the sheriff or registrar to excuse you from
further attendance.
However, if you do experience ongoing distress or
are concerned about how you are feeling, the Juror
Support Program can help you.

How the program works…
•

If you were empanelled on a jury in Queensland
and have subsequently been discharged, you
are entitled to seek counselling from a registered
medical practitioner or psychologist. REMEMBER,
YOU MUST HAVE FINISHED SERVING ON THE TRIAL.

•

Telephone and face-to-face counselling by
registered psychologists is available through the
Juror Support Program.

•

Up to four sessions are free. In exceptional
circumstances further sessions may be approved.

•

You may call the Juror Support Program at any
time, without reference to the court.

•

Telephone counselling services are located at
various centres throughout the state.

•

The service is confidential.

Benestar offers counselling services on behalf of
the Supreme and District Courts of Queensland
to discharged jurors in need of help. For more
information, to make an appointment, or access
telephone counselling

CALL 1300 360 364 (local call costs apply)
Important
The content of all counselling sessions remains
strictly confidential. However, when you make an
appointment you will be asked to provide your name
and the courthouse you attended for the jury service.
This information is for financial records only.

This publication has been approved
by the Supreme Court of Queensland
and the District Court of Queensland
as a general guide to the Juror
Support Program.
Further information about the program
can be obtained by contacting the
office of the Sheriff of Queensland on
jury.brisbane@justice.qld.gov.au
or (07) 3035 1110
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